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Introduction

Welcome to the Traders Day Live at 
the amazing Church House Conference 
Centre in Westminster.

Today is about your journey as a trader. 
Whether you are just starting out on the road 
to success or if you have been trading for many 
years, at Traders Day Live you’ll find something 
that makes you a better trader.

That might be a new strategy, or an idea to 
improve your own strategies. It might be the 
key to help you manage your emotions or an 
insight into how successful traders approach 
the markets. It might even be a new angle on 
the markets you’ve never considered before.

Traders Day Live is an event for traders, by 
traders.

Produced by The 5ers and Trade The Pool, 
Traders Day Live is all about fun, networking 
and learning. Learning from the best whilst 
having a blast, surrounded by others who share 
your passion for the markets.

And we’ll keep it real. All our speakers have 
real life experience to share with you. We 
all know that, in reality, trading is not about 
Lamborghinis and swimming pools, it’s about 
equipping yourself with the skills, tools, insights 
and knowledge to become a successful long-
term trader, year in and year out.

Our speakers are the best in the business, 
they’ve taken your journey and they know the 
route map to success. They’ll be happy to listen 
to your questions and experiences. So, share 
your ideas, learn from others and let others 
learn from you.

But most importantly - Have a great day and 
prepare to take your trading to the next level!
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Made 
to trade 

 Financial Spread Bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 66.2% 
of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider 
whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

When you day trade with us, you’re making 
the savvy choice. We offer some of the 
tightest fixed spreads around and easy 
access to markets you love.

Open an account now at
tradenation.io/3oaDMAG

With us, you get:
   Tight spreads

   No hidden fees

   Trade Nation’s proprietary platform

   MT4

   FCA regulated

   Negative balance protection

   Professional classified clients welcome



Exhibitors

Ambulatory

Theatre 2

Catering

Area

Growth Zone

Welcome
Space

Platinum Lounge
& WorkshopsMedia

Studio

Stairs & Lift

M3 FinTorro M8 OPTIONS DESK

M4 ACTIVTRADES M9 CAPITAL.COM

M5 THE 5ERS M10 DARWINEX Zero

M6 TRADE THE POOL M11 TRADE NATION

M7 CITY INDEX M12 Tradelicious

Your Venue
Church House, Westminster
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Your Sponsors & exhibitors

M3 FINTORRO

FinTorro is a free education app & website that can help you learn 
investing and trading in the financial markets enjoyably and effectively. 
FinTorro offers a range of quick, bite-sized lessons on stocks, forex, and 
crypto, which are easy to understand for everyone, regardless of your 
financial background.

Visit www.fintorro.com today and download the Fintorro app on your 
iPhone to start learning every day for free and earn rewards.

If you have any questions or need help getting started, our customer 
service team is always available to assist you.

Email: hello@fintorro.com 

Customer Service Number: +44 7543 324801

Whatsapp: https://wa.me/message/4RKX5CK6X7AZG1
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M4 ACTIVTRADES

ActivTrades is a globally recognized Forex and CFD online broker, 
offering a comprehensive range of trading services to both retail and 
institutional clients.

Since its inception in 2001, ActivTrades has been a pioneer in online 
trading. Initially, it gained expertise in making FX markets available 
to retail traders, and over the years it has expanded to include 
commodities, shares, indices, ETFs, and bonds. Today, ActivTrades prides 
itself on being a true multi-asset brokerage with unbeatable trading 
conditions and a range of value-added tools and services for its clients.

One of the notable strengths of ActivTrades is its commitment to 
providing a secure and transparent trading environment. The company 
is authorized and regulated by prominent regulatory bodies such as the 
FCA, CSSF, SCB, BACEN & CVM and CMVM.

In its commitment to safety, the company protects all its client accounts 
from negative balances and traders benefit from enhanced insurance of 
funds of up to 1 million USD. ActivTrades also has offices in 7 countries, 
including the UK, Luxembourg, Bahamas, Italy, Portugal, Brazil, and 
Bulgaria.

In 2016, the company introduced its own trading platform, ActivTrader, 
which has something for everyone – it is intuitive for beginners and 
packed with powerful tools for experienced traders. Through the 
platform, clients can trade the world’s financial markets and discover 
1000+ CFDs across 7 asset classes.

Furthermore, ActivTrades distinguishes itself by providing competitive 
trading conditions, including tight spreads, low commissions, and rapid 
trade execution. This allows traders to capitalize on market opportunities 
swiftly and efficiently.

With its strong regulatory standing, extensive product offerings, and 
commitment to client satisfaction, ActivTrades stands as a reliable and 
trustworthy broker, catering to the diverse needs of traders worldwide.

Visit our website: www.activtrades.co.uk
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 
73% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should 
consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk 
of losing your money.

YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due 
to leverage. 73% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this 
provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can 
afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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M5 THE 5ERS

The 5ers is the leading funding company for forex and indices traders. 
Since 2016 we have companioned thousands of traders from many 
different backgrounds, skill levels, trading styles, and personalities. Our 
aim is to create a supportive and professional trading workspace with a 
meaningful skill progression toward trading success. The 5ers program 
is built to accomplish skill enhancement, and meaningful learning 
experiences while trading in a professional and rewarding workspace. 
Our ethics and transparency are always at the highest standards. We are 
creative and innovative and fully committed to our traders while making 
no compromises for our professional standards. 

Visit our website: www.the5ers.com

M6 TRADE THE POOL

Trade The Pool is the spearhead of funding stock day traders. As a 
brand powered by The 5ers, we follow the principles, the ethics, and 
the highly professional way to guide our traders to become profitable 
traders. Trade The Pool programs are designed to challenge our traders 
to aspire to improve and push forward constantly. Backed with high-
end technology, live scanners, and top-of-the-line risk management 
tools, our traders know how to find their edge in a day-to-day market 
environment. 

Visit our website: www.tradethepool.com

YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
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M7 CITY INDEX

City Index, a world leader in financial services

Established in the UK in 1983, City Index is one of the world leaders in 
spread betting, FX and CFD trading with over 1m+ account holders. 

We’re an award winning, multi-asset financial services provider with 
40 years’ experience in supporting our clients – providing instant and 
secure access to global markets. 

With over 13,500 markets to choose from our clients have access to trade 
and invest across a range of products to suit their financial goals. 

Our clients get access to the tools they need to grow their trading 
skills. 40 years of investment in technology has resulted in an intuitive 
platform you can trust to deliver fast, reliable execution. 

With exclusive tools such as SMART Signals and Performance 
Analytics, our technology is designed to empower you to seize trading 
opportunities and master market forces. 

Our recent awards:

• Best in class 2023 - ForexBrokers.com

• Best CFD Provider 2023 - ADVFN International Finance Awards

• Best Trader Tools 2023 - Good Money Guide

City Index is part of the Nasdaq-listed, Fortune 100 StoneX Group (SNEX). 
With over 100 years in the financial markets, StoneX is one of the largest 
retail and institutional trading providers in the world.

Visit our website: www.cityindex.com/en-uk/
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 
72% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should 
consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk 
of losing your money.

YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due 
to leverage. 72% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this 
provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can 
afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

M8 OPTIONS DESK

OptionsDesk is a personable, full-service UK voice broker that provides 
institutions, high net-worth and retail investors with the tools, expertise, 
and resources they need to protect, enhance, trade, and earn additional 
income from their current investment portfolios.

For over 30 years OptionsDesk AMT Futures Ltd has assisted its clients 
to understand how options can support their investment objectives, 
offering a dedicated phone dealing service to help each step of the way.

As a full-service equity and derivative broker, OptionsDesk can offer 
access to a wide range of financial instruments and markets including 
the London Stock Exchange, New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, CBOE, 
CME Group, ICE US, ICE EU and EUREX.

Our brokers have a deep and thorough understanding of the diverse 
markets we cover, and they are here to assist and offer you a personal 
service to guide you every step of the way.

For more information, visit our website: www.optionsdesk.com

M9 CAPITAL.COM

Founded in 2016, Capital.com is one of Europe’s fastest-growing trading 
platforms, with office locations ranging from the UK, Poland and Cyprus, 
to Australia. We’re focused on putting clients first, delivering elite 
technology, in-depth education and dedicated support to the ambitious 
modern trader. 

Whether on laptop, desktop, mobile or tablet, our users can access 
3,700+ markets via a clean, easy-to-navigate interface, and benefit from 
the latest integrated news, advanced tools and responsive charts to 
facilitate their decision-making in fast-moving markets. And it all comes 
with the assurance of a multi-award-winning provider, rated Excellent 
on Trustpilot. 

To date, the Capital.com Group has attracted more than 480,000 clients 
from 183 countries globally, responsible for around $530 billion in 
volume. Built for traders, by traders, we’ve achieved substantial industry 
recognition, winning prestigious awards such as the Best Mobile 
Platform/App and Best Platform Features awards at Investment Trends 
2022, as well as Best Platform for Supporting New Investors at the 2022 
Investors’ Chronicle Investment Awards. 

Join our global client base today and find out for yourself why Capital.
com is their broker of choice. 

Visit our website: www.capital.com
Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly 
due to leverage. 79% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs 
with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets and CFDs work 
and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money 
rapidly due to leverage. 79% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading spread 
bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread 
bets and CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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M10 DARWINEX

Darwinex is a UK and EU regulated broker and asset manager with 
$130+ million in assets under management.

Darwinex Zero is a new subscription service aimed at traders not yet 
confident in their strategy or those who lack the initial capital to open a 
brokerage account.

For a €38 monthly subscription and via a virtual trading account, 
traders can certify their trading track records and receive seed capital 
as a precursor to their strategies being opened to third-party investors. 
Darwinex Zero is a meritocratic ecosystem, offering a professional 
environment in which traders can grow with healthy trading habits and 
without risking their own capital.

Visit Darwinex Zero website: www.darwinexzero.com 

M11 TRADE NATION

Trade Nation began life back in 2014, when we were known as Core 
Spreads. Building on our award-winning reputation for market leading 
low-cost spreads, we soon grew. And grew. From a single office back 
in the day, we’re now dotted around the globe - the UK, Australia and 
Bahamas to be exact. We see many of our competitors promise the 
world but fail to deliver. In contrast, we treat our clients and colleagues 
with respect. For traders, this means transparent fees with no hidden 
costs or nasty surprises. For the people who work at Trade Nation, it’s 
the opportunity to grow with a fast-paced fintech firm that values ideas, 
creativity and enthusiasm. 

Visit our website: www.tradenation.com/en-gb

YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
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YOUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

M12 TRADELICIOUS

TradeDelicious is a groundbreaking financial media company 
committed to democratizing the trading industry. Comprising a team 
of experienced traders and content creators, the firm aims to make 
financial trading accessible and exciting for everyone. TradeDelicious 
offers a wide range of resources, including live streams and video 
content. The team breaks down complex financial concepts for all levels 
of traders, shares the innovations within the trading world and looks to 
highlight the individuals making a name for themselves. The company’s 
mission extends beyond providing education; it seeks to cultivate 
a transparent and ethical trading community where honesty and 
integrity are paramount. In essence, TradeDelicious is revolutionizing the 
traditional perception of finance by removing barriers and infusing joy 
into the trading process.

Visit our website: www.tradedelicious.com or our YouTube channel

Sponsor ZIMTRA

Sponsors of our ‘Traders Day Live’ Trade-off tournament, Zimtra is 
a trusted proprietary trading firm providing unparalleled customer 
service, flexible technology, and unlimited buying power to trade 
equities confidently, efficiently and profitably.

As a fully regulated and registered firm with the Cayman Island 
Monetary Authority, we pride ourselves on upholding the highest level 
of standards and ethics. Our team of experienced traders has a deep 
understanding of the markets and is dedicated to providing exceptional 
trading experiences for our clients.

At Zimtra, we offer a range of cutting-edge trading platforms and 
access to every US stock exchange. We negotiate volume-based 
clearing rates with vendors, exchanges and dark pools, allowing us to 
offer low commissions and provide traders with access to the same 
rates as Wall Street’s biggest trading floors.

We believe that a successful trading experience is about more than just 
low costs and high buying power. That’s why we also offer unmatched 
customer service, including personalized support and training, to help 
traders achieve their goals.

To get started, submit an application on our website. Once approved, 
you will receive your login credentials and gain access to our platform.

Join our community of successful traders and experience the difference 
with Zimtra.

Visit our website: www.zimtra.ky
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Speaker 
Agenda

Main Hall

9.15 WELCOME BY ANTHONY MEIR

9.30 DANIELA SABIN HATHORN
Technicals vs fundamentals - Is one better than the 
other?

10.10 MICHAEL KATZ
Building a bullet proof risk system

10.50 PAUL WALLACE
Managing trader motivation

11.30 MARK HOLSTEAD
The breakout playbook: Mastering opening range 
strategies

12.10 JAMES PROUDLOCK & 
ERIK NORLAND

Go for gold - How does gold impact a diversified 
portfolio’s performance; and what are the pros and 
cons of gold

12.50 PANEL DISCUSSION
Why traders succeed & why traders fail

LUNCH, COMPETITION, & NETWORKING

14.30 SIMON MUNDIE
Managing pressure: Lessons from elite sport

15.15 STEVE WARD
Trading excellence – Lessons learnt from helping 
the worlds top trading talent to maximise their 
market returns

16.00 GLEN GOODMAN
How I turned trading from my hobby into my 
livelihood

16.45 CLOSING, TOURNAMENT FINAL, 
& RAFFLE

Theatre 2

9.30 CHARLIE BURTON
The road less travelled in trading

10.10 GARY LANGLEY
Trading in the real world - How to trade & grow 
small account

10.50 ANNA IKERTE
5 secrets to improving your chances of passing 
funding challenges

11.30 PAUL SCOTT
Market lessons - From open out cry trading floor to 
training traders

12.10 CHRIS TUBBY
The key mistakes traders make and how to 
overcome them

12.50 PANEL DISCUSSION
The secret of my success

Platinum Zone

9.30 PAUL WALLACE
Sharpening the tip of the spear – learning to turn 
your challenges into trading opportunities

10.10 MARK HOLSTEAD
The breakout playbook: Mastering opening range 
strategies

10.50 MARTYN TINSLEY
A probabilistic trading methodology to drive 
success

11.30 JORDON MELLOR
Developing edge - how to create positive 
expectancy

12.10 SAUL LOKIER
How to become a scalping master
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Your Speakers

Main Hall

9.30 DANIELA SABIN 
HATHORN 10.10 MICHAEL KATZ

CAPITAL.COM 

Daniela Sabin Hathorn is a market 
analyst at Capital.com. Prior to 
joining the high-growth global 
investment trading platform, 
she worked for brokerage firm 
IG where she was responsible for 
delivering market commentary 
as well as supporting clients with 

their trading strategies. While at IG, she was a 
member of the Trading Desk where she helped 
monitor and hedge client’s market exposure. 
Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk 
of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 79% of retail investor accounts lose 
money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should 
consider whether you understand how spread bets and CFDs work and whether 
you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

TRADE THE POOL 

Michael is a stock 
day trader veteran 
with more than 
15 years of trading 
experience. 

He built and 
managed one of 
the largest trading 

prop firms in Tel-Aviv, and mentored 
thousands of traders worldwide. 
Michael is the CEO of Trade The  
Pool, a lead funding company for 
stock traders.

10.50 PAUL WALLACE
FXTRADERPAUL.COM

After a career in the Royal Air Force, Paul started trading whilst working in the 
City during the dot-com boom of the late-nineties. Paul is a full-time financial 
trader with more than 30 years’ experience working in competitive, results-
driven, performance environments. He has experience trading both as an 
individual and for funds. 

He focuses on trading FX, indices and commodities markets. He has coached 
and mentored traders for over 10 years. Paul has always been fascinated by 
success, achievement, and peak performance, whether on the battlefield, 

sports-field, boardroom, or financial markets. 

Paul blogs about his own trading at FXtraderpaul.com. He runs the trader support practice, 
Tradingbeliefs, helping traders manage and improve their overall performance. 

Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk 
of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 79% of retail investor accounts lose 
money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should 
consider whether you understand how spread bets and CFDs work and 
whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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11.30 MARK HOLSTEAD
UK SPREAD BETTING

Mark is the host of the YouTube channel ‘UK Spread Betting’ with over 350k 
subscribers and is the founder of the Traders Mastermind Trading Community 
and Podcast.

His highly acclaimed channel covers everything that a trader would need to 
consider as they improve their trading performance, from mindset to markets 
to indicators.

Mark has been successfully trading since 2001, specialising in the US equity 
and futures markets focussing on price action. He is a superb presenter and 

trainer, he has developed several trader-training programs, and is an outstanding speaker on 
peak performance tactics and the mindset required to consistently trade at a high level.

12.10 JAMES PROUDLOCK & ERIK NORLAND
OPTIONS DESK

James Proudlock

James has over 30 years of experience at CEO, MD and Board level with focus 
on establishing, building and managing businesses for major international 
firms including the London Metal Exchange, JPMorgan, UBS, ED&F Man 
Group and John Swire & Sons. He has lived and worked in Hong Kong, 
Singapore and New Zealand, and has a degree in Chinese and Economics 
from London University’s School of Oriental and African Studies.

Erik Norland

Erik is Executive Director and Senior Economist of CME Group. He is 
responsible for generating economic analysis on global financial markets by 
identifying emerging trends, evaluating economic factors and forecasting 
their impact upon those who trade in its various markets. He is also one of 
CME Group’s spokespeople on global economic, financial and geopolitical 
conditions.

Prior to joining CME Group, Norland gained more than 15 years of experience 
in the financial services industry working for investment banks and hedge 

funds both in the United States and in France working for hedge funds and investment banks.

Norland holds a bachelor’s degree in economics and political science from St. Mary’s College of 
Maryland and an M.A.in statistics from Columbia University. He is also a CFA Charterholder.

YOUR SPEAKERS: MAIN HALL
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14.30 SIMON MUNDIE
SIMONMUNDIE.COM 

As host of critically acclaimed The Life Lessons podcast - described as ‘an 
ingenious concept where sport meets psychology’ in a four start review in 
the Times - Simon Mundie has interviewed some of the biggest sporting 
names on the planet, including Jonny Wilkinson, Caitlyn Jenner, Dame 
Kelly Holmes, Sir Alastair Cook, Seb Coe, Tony Adams, Michael Johnson and 
Ronnie O’Sullivan. He also regularly speaks to neuroscientists, philosophers, 
psychologists and world-renowned thinkers, including Head Space founder 
Andy Puddicombe, author and one of Time Magazine’s 100 most influential 

people in the world, Michael Pollan, Philosopher Rupert Spira and best-selling author and 
psychologist, Daniel Goleman.

Alongside his podcast, Simon is a sports presenter on Radio 4’s Flagship Today programme, 
and is one of the lead reporters for BBC TV sport at Wimbledon. Previously, Simon was the 
sports presenter for BBC Radio 1, covering all the biggest global sporting events on location, 
including the London 2012 Olympics and the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, before launching his 
podcast on the BBC in 2018. 

YOUR SPEAKERS: MAIN HALL

15.15 STEVE WARD

PERFORMANCE EDGE 

Steve is a trader performance coach, who has spent over 17 years working with 
traders and portfolio managers at some of the world’s largest and highest 
performing banks, hedge funds, asset managers, commodities trading 
houses, energy and utility companies, and proprietary trading groups. 

Steve is the author of ‘Bulletproof Trader’, ‘Tradermind’, ‘High Performance 
Trading’ and ‘Sports Betting To Win’, and co-author of the ‘Traders Mind 
Journal’ and ‘Performance Mind Journal’.

He co-managed a team of 45 proprietary traders in London, was the consulting 
trading performance coach to the BBC TV series ‘Million Dollar Traders’, and spent a number of 
years trading stock indices and FX on his own account. 
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YOUR SPEAKERS: MAIN HALL

16.00 GLEN GOODMAN

Glen Goodman is the author of bestselling book ‘The Crypto Trader’, published 
in 2019 by Harriman House. 

Glen is also a cryptocurrency contributing expert for the London School of 
Economics and a regular conference speaker. 

He was formerly a business correspondent for the BBC News and ITV News, 
interviewing leading politicians, including Boris Johnson, David Cameron and 
Theresa May.

Glen’s Facebook page, Glen Goodman - The Shares Guy, has a quarter of 
a million followers. It focuses on teaching people how to invest sensibly in 

cryptocurrencies and other assets. 

He is regularly interviewed about cryptocurrency for BBC TV and radio, Reuters TV, Al Jazeera, 
LBC, The Guardian, The Independent, The Telegraph, Forbes, Newsweek, and the Times.

Glen famously turned a £3000 trade into £100,000 by anticipating the 2008 financial crash, an 
experience he wrote about for the Times. 
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Your Speakers

Theatre 2

9.30 CHARLIE BURTON 10.10 GARY LANGLEY

CHARLIE BURTON TRADING

Charlie has been trading for 24 
years of which 19 have been full 
time. Charlie featured in the BBC 
documentary ‘Traders; Millions 
By The Minute’, and is regularly 
interviewed on BBC radio, 
the Financial Times, the Daily 
Telegraph, BBC’s the One Show 

and is also a regular guest and interviewer of Tip 
TV (now Core Finance).

In 2013, Charlie undertook a trading challenge 
to see if he could take a typical $10,000 trading 
account and turn it into $100,000 within 2 years. 
He achieved the goal, but it took 2½ years, a 
tremendous result demonstrating what can be 
achieved on a small account.

Charlie is a professional trader and manages 
money for investors via Pelican Asset 
Management. He also runs the Trader Community:  
www.charlieburtontrading.com

THE SCRUFFY  
TRADER

Gary, The Scruffy 
Trader, has been in 
the markets since 
2015, his aim is to 
show real-life forex 
trading and how to 
make a living of it.

Gary has over 20 years of high-level 
business experience in relevant 
markets with a wide range of 
knowledge, that he can explain in 
plain english.

10.50 ANNA IKERTE

ANNA FX

Anna started trading forex in 2014. After taking many courses, different 
mentorships, and even signal services, she couldn’t see an improvement in 
her trading. After changing her mindset and many hours of backtesting and 
focusing on fewer pairs, Anna started to see consistency in their trading. In 
2019, Anna began to trade full time and is still improving her trading skills 
today. She shared her experience on her YouTube channel, Anna FX,
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11.30 PAUL SCOTT

PAULSCOTTFX.COM

Paul’s career in the institutional trading world began in 1994, as the son of a 
30-year veteran trader on the London Metal Exchange. 

Since 2015, his focus has been on teaching retail traders how to change their 
perception of trading and help his students to cut through all the BS out 
there in the retail trading world.

Not bound by any NDA’s, he lifts the lid on how the institutional trading world 
really works, how markets are manipulated and reveals the rules of the game.

12.10 CHRIS TUBBY

SYMAXFINTECH.COM

Senior director trading and education. Using my 50 years in the industry to 
demystify trading and help you discover your inner trader. 

Chris Tubby is a veteran trader with over 4 decades of trading experience. 
Chris began his career in commodities in the 70’s and became senior trader 
at the age of 22 for a U.S commodity trade house. Chris transitioned to the 
financial futures markets when they arrived in London in 1982. In the mid 
80’s he opened his own proprietary trading company as well as providing 
execution for tier 1 institutions. 

His trading expertise is extremely varied - prop trading, multi-leg strategies and arbitrage. He 
spent many years as a market-maker for international exchanges (such as CME) on a variety of 
financial and commodity products. This includes for years at an Italian bank, Fineco, in Milan 
as a marker-maker and in London as part of a team providing liquidity to both the major oil 
futures exchanges (CME and ICE).

YOUR SPEAKERS: THEATRE 2
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Your Speakers

Platinum Zone

9.30 PAUL WALLACE
FXTRADERPAUL.COM

After a career in the Royal Air Force, Paul started trading whilst working in the 
City during the dot-com boom of the late-nineties. Paul is a full-time financial 
trader with more than 30 years’ experience working in competitive, results-
driven, performance environments. He has experience trading both as an 
individual and for funds. 

He focuses on trading FX, indices and commodities markets. He has coached 
and mentored traders for over 10 years. Paul has always been fascinated by 
success, achievement, and peak performance, whether on the battlefield, 

sports-field, boardroom, or financial markets. 

Paul blogs about his own trading at FXtraderpaul.com. He runs the trader support practice, 
Tradingbeliefs, helping traders manage and improve their overall performance. 

10.10 MARK HOLSTEAD
UK SPREAD BETTING

Mark is the host of the YouTube channel ‘UK Spread Betting’ with over 350k 
subscribers and is the founder of the Traders Mastermind Trading Community 
and Podcast.

His highly acclaimed channel covers everything that a trader would need to 
consider as they improve their trading performance, from mindset to markets 
to indicators.

Mark has been successfully trading since 2001, specialising in the US equity 
and futures markets focussing on price action. He is a superb presenter and 

trainer, he has developed several trader-training programs, and is an outstanding speaker on 
peak performance tactics and the mindset required to consistently trade at a high level.
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10.50 MARTYN TINSLEY

TRADE LIKE A MACHINE

Martyn is an algorithmic trader devising strategies to underpin the 
investment fund he now manages. 

He brings a long-standing commitment to trading the financial markets 
driven by a passion for a deep understanding of how price action behaves and 
the psychological factors behind it. 

Aided by his background in major computer systems development, 
mathematics, computational research and data analysis, Martyn has now 

dedicated his skills to algorithmic trading and achieving Alpha from the 
financial markets. 

Martyn focuses on a philosophy of continual improvement for his strategies in terms of both 
performance and risk management, as well as reducing portfolio correlation by targeting 
multi-timeframe strategies across a range of assets.

11.30 JORDON MELLOR

TRADEDELICIOUS

Jordon has been a professional forex trader for over 6 years. While trading he 
underwent a qualification in financial services and uses that knowledge to 
help him manage prop funds, as well as personal accounts. 

Jordon is the manager and host of Tradedelicious, a brand new content 
creation company with one big ambition, to help traders grow. Help traders 
grow their social circles, their careers, their experience, and their worth all in 
one place. 

YOUR SPEAKERS: PLATINUM ZONE

12.10 SAUL LOKIER

THE5ERS

Saul is a fund manager for international forex funds with over 12 years of 
experience. He is a very well-known speaker in many recognised forums, such 
as Investing.com and FXStreet.com. He manages funds for international forex 
funds, as well as personal accounts. Saul has coached more than 5000 traders 
and is in charge of the day-to-day operation of The5ers.
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PUT YOUR TRADING 
SKILLS TO THE TEST
Join ‘Traders Day Live’ Trade-off and try to beat other traders

How it worksThis is an exciting opportunity to 
take your trading to the next level, 
show off your skills trading U.S. 
Equities or Forex and begin on the 
journey of realizing your fullest 
trading potential! 
At the minimum, you will push yourself 
outside your current comfort zone, apply 
the discipline you have been practicing 
to improve, connect with other traders 
in the community, and gain valuable 
experience during this challenge!

Register for the contest

Practice on a demo account

Trade with us on the day and win prizes

For more information, FAQ’s, and to join, please visit:  
www.tradethepool.com/tradesdaylive-tournament/

2ND PRIZE

TTP’s Extra Buying 
Power $160k or 

The5ers 10K instant 
funding

1ST PRIZE

TTP’s Ultimate Buying 
Power $260k or 

The5ers 20K instant 
funding

3RD PRIZE

TTP’s Super Buying 
Power $80k or The5ers 

5K instant funding

1
2
3

Sponsored by
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Thank 
you for 
coming

tradersday.live

https://tradersday.live/

